Morton's Medical Bibliography (Garrison And Morton)
*Synopsis*

The standard bibliographical reference on the subject, providing, in convenient form, a chronological listing of the most important contributions to the world literature on medicine and related sciences from ancient times to circa 1980. There are 8927 entries and annotations are added to explain the significance of individual contributions to the history and development of the medical sciences. The fifth edition has been extensively revised and expanded, with numerous new sections added.
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*Customer Reviews*

This book was published in 1991 and will mainly appeal to book collectors focusing on the History of Medicine and to specialist Bookdealers in that area. I am not one of those so can only give my view as someone interested in the History of Medicine. I am not sure if they were designed this way but three books that are closely related make excellent complements to each other! I have reviewed all three. Not every reader will want to go to the expense of buying all three. They are:

- A Bibliography of Medical and Biomedical Biography
- This has very brief details to some 3,740 biographies with a selection of references (usually 1-6)
- A Chronology of Medicine and related Sciences
  - From the start of Medicine to the late 1980’s with a few details like Nobel Prize Winners up to mid 1990’s
  - See my review for the way the book is structured
  - Gives access to a lot of information ordered by date. Some of its entries have Morton Medical Bibliography numbers
- Has a useful name index
- Has a very useful
topics index like Anaesthesia, Cardiology, Heart etc. helps you see what was discovered when Morton's Medical Bibliography. Fifth edition. Edited by Jeremy Norman. 1991. Scolar Press. The First edition was published in 1943, and the fourth in 1984. I am not sure if there has been a subsequent edition. The work is divided up by category like Anatomy and Physiology, Therapeutics, Toxicology, etc. later entries include diseases of the Cardiovascular System, Diseases of the Respiratory System, Diseases of the Digestive System etc. Taking Diseases of the Cardiovascular System there are General comments, Heart and Aorta, Angina Pectoris, Arteries.*** Ligations of arteries***.